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This invention relates to railway cars, and has to do 
more particularly with freight cars of the type wherein the 
load is discharged through doors in the underside of the 
car body. Such cars are generally known as hopper cars, 
and heretofore various forms and arrangements of dis 
charge openings have been proposed by means of which 
the contents of the car can ‘be discharged. The most com 
mon type of hopper car in use today is provided with 
spaced apart chutes terminating in hinged doors, there 
‘being a single door for each chute arranged to be opened 
by the manual disengagement of latch means, such as a 
hook type, at each end of the door. To unload the car it 
is necessary for the yardman or crew members to walk 
along each side of the car and manually release each of 
the latches, thereby freeing the doors for opening move 
ment, the doors being opened under the force of the con 
tents of the car. When the load has been discharged, it 
is then necessary to manually reclose and- relatch each of 
the doors. 

Conventional hopper cars of the type just characterized, 
in addition to requiring manual opening and reclosing of 
each hopper door present additional problems in that it is 
often difficult to obtain complete discharge of the contents, 
particularly where materials such as pulverized coal, wood 
chips and the like have been compacted by the motion of 
the car, and/ or exposed to the elements during transit and 
subsequently frozen or caked. Under such circumstances 
it is literally impossible to clear the conventional car simply 
by opening the doors; and it is often necessary for the 
crews to use picks and shovels or vibrators or car shakers 
to loosen the material so that it will ?ow from the chutes. 
Where coal has been frozen in a conventional hopper car, 
‘it is not uncommon for the crew to build ?res under the 
chutes to loosen the frozen material, but oftentimes such 
measures result in considerable damage :to the underside 

, of the car and the air brake system. 
Accordingly, a principal object of the instant invention 

is the provision of an improved hopper type car construc 
tion which eliminates the diihculties enumerated above, 
the bottom of the car comprising essentially a continuous 
set of door openings capable of completely discharging the 
contents of the car rapidly and completely even under 
adverse conditions. 
A further object of the instant invention is the provision 

of a hopper car construction wherein the entire car body 
comprises essentially a single hopper closed across its bot 
tom by coacting pairs of hopper doors arranged crosswise 
of the car throughout the effective length thereof, the sets 
‘of doors, when open, de?ning in effect a single discharge 
ori?ce interrupted only by bracing members of minimal 
size which act to assist in discharging the load as it drops 
upon the opening of the doors, rather than obstructing 
the discharging of the load as is the case in conventional 
hopper cars. 
A further object of the instant invention is the provision 

of improved means for opening and closing the pairs of 
hopper doors, such means acting to securely lock the doors 
in the closed position and yet readily release them in an 
essentially automatic operation when it is desired to dis 
charge the load. . ' 

Still a further object of the instant invention is the'pro 
‘vision of an improved hopper car of the character de 
scribed wherein the door controlling mechanism for the 
entire car may be actuated from a single station, either 
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automatically or manually, and after discharge of the load, 
the same control mechanism may be utilized to recl-ose all 
of the doors, thereby eliminating the necessity for one or 
more crewmen to manually and individually open and 
close the several hopper doors. 

Still a further object of the instant invention is the pro 
vision of door actuating mechanism of the character de 
scribe-d wherein the mechanism may be arranged to se- ‘ 
quentially open the several sets of doors progressing from 
one end of the car to the other, all in .a continuous opera 
tion, thereby permitting the car to be unloaded while in 
continuous movement, as where it would be moved along 
on a trestle or other track arrangement overlying'a receiv 
ing station for the material. 7 

Yet another object of the instant invention is the pro 
vision of'door actuating mechanism of the character de 
scribed which is of sturdy and yet simple construction, and 
which embodies safety features which will guard against 

’ malfunction of the device and possible accidental release 
of the hopper doors. 
The foregoing, together with other objects of the in 

vention which will appear hereinafter or which will be ap 
parent to the skilled worker in the art upon the reading of 
these speci?cationgl accomplish by that construction and 
arrangement of parts of which I shall now describe an 
exemplary embodiment. 

Reference is now made to the accompanying drawings 
wherein: 
FIGURE 1 is a diagrammatic side elevational view of 

a hopper car in accordance with the instant invention. 
FIGURE 2 is an enlarged fragmentary perspective view 

with parts broken away to illustrate hopper door actuating 
mechanism in accordance with the instant invention. 
FIGURE 3 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view 

taken along the line 3—3 of FIGURE 2 illustrating the 
actuating mechanism for the hopper doors. 
FIGURE 4 is a sectional view taken along the line 

4-4 of FIGURE 2 illustrating the mechanism for open 
ing and closing the hopper doors. 
FIGURE 5 is a fragmentary sectional view similar to 

vFIGURE 4 but illustrating the hopper doors in the open 
position. 
FIGURE 6 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view 

similar to FIGURE 5 with the hopper doors in the closed 
position and showing the sealing means along their free 
side edges. 
FIGURE 7 is a fragmentary diagrammatic side eleva 

tional view illustrating the linkage means for opening and 
closing the various sets of hopper doors. 
FIGURE 8 is also a fragmentary diagrammatic side 

elevational View illustrating the sequential operation of 
the actuating mechanism for opening and closing the hop 
per doors. 
FIGURE 9 is a vertical sectional view taken along the 

line 9——9 of FIGURE 8. 
FIGURE 10 is a vertical sectional view taken along the 

line Iii-14; of FIGURE 8. , 
FIGURE 11 is a fragmentary perspective view of one 

end of a hopper car in accordance withthe instant inven 
tion. . 

FIGURE 12 is a fragmentary plan view of one end of 
a hopper car showing the invention applied to a car hav 
ing a full length center sill. . 
FIGURE 13 is a sectional view taken along the line 

13-43 of FIGURE 12. 
Referring ?rst to FIGURE 1 of the drawings, I have 

therein illustrated a hopper car comprising a body I 
mounted on conventional trucks 2, and it will be under 
stood that the car body will have vertically disposed side’ ' 
walls terminating at their ends in inclined end walls or 
slope sheets 3 which terminate downwardly in a rec» 
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tangular discharge opening 4 extending the full length of 
the car body between the lowermost ends of the slope 
sheets 3. In accordance with the instant invention, the 
discharge opening is adapted to be closed by sets of hop 
per doors 5a and 5b arranged in coacting pairs of hopper 
doors lying in side~by-side relation, together with addi 
tional doors 5c and 5d at the opposite ends of the dis 
charge opening, the hopper doors being hingedly con 
nected to transversely disposed door supporting members 
,6 extending between the side sills '7 which form 'a sup 
porting frame for the side walls of the car. As will be 
evident from FIGURE 1, the side walls of the car termi 
nate downwardly in ‘triangular projections 23 which coact 
with the sets of hoppendoors to close the sides of dis 
charge opening 4. It will be evident, however, that when 
the sets of hopper doors are moved to the open position, 
which is indicated in dotted lines, the entire bottom of the 
car will be effectively opened so that the material con. 
.tained therein may be discharged. While the expanse of 
the opening 4 is broken by the transverse door support 
ing members 5 and, in one embodiment of the invention, 
by a continuous center sill, these members comprise rela 
tively minor obstructions as compared to the over-all 
dimensions of the opening 4 and do not impede the un 
,loading'of the contents. In fact, and as will be pointed 
out in greater detail hereinafter, by providing the door 
supporting members and the center sill, if. one is em 
ployed, with inclined upper edges, these members tend to 
assist in discharging the load in that they act as wedges 
tending'to break up the load as it seeks to pass through 
the discharge opening under its own weight. The effective 
ness of the construction was demonstrated in recent tests 
wherein a car constructed in accordance with the instant 
invention and containing sixty-seven (67) tons of pulver 
ized coal (1/4 inch x 28 mesh) was discharged from the 
car in a total time of twelve (12) seconds. Similarly, a 
sixty-eight (68) ton load of frozen ?ne coal (1% inch X 
28 mesh) was completely unloaded in twenty (20) " 
seconds. 

In order to effect such rapid evacuation of the hopper 
car, it is necessary to provide means which will rapidly‘ 
and e?iciently open the hopper doors, and to this end 71 
provide the improved form of door actuating means the 
general organization of which will be seen in FIGURE 2. 
Referring to this ?gure, it will be seen that the oppositely 
directed doors 5a and 5b are provided with hinges 9 
‘which, it will be understood, are secured to the transverse’ 
door supporting member» 6 which extends between the 
oppositely’directed doors, and the doors are arranged to 
be pivoted on their hinges by means of the rock shaft 
10 which extends beneath the transverse door supporting 
member 6 and mounts a bell crank 11 having links 12 and 
13 pivotally connected to its opposite ends, the links in 
turn being pivotally connected to the hopper doors Sb'and . 
5a, respectively, by means of ears 14. 
The closed or locked position of the oppositelyldirected 

pair of doors is seen in FIGURE 4, and it will be noted 
that in this position the pivot point 15 between bell crank 
11 and link 12 lies beyond dead center of the linkage, as 
represented by the line 16, so that the door 5b is effec 
tively locked in the closed position'and the weight of the 
door- 5b: and the load pressing thereagainst acts to main 
tain the linkage in the closed and locked position. ' Pref 
erably, a stop 17 is provided to establish the fully closed 
position of the parts. While it is true that the pivot point 
18 between the bell crank and link 13 lies below the center 
line 19, this position is also past dead center, bearing in‘ 
mind the opposite direction of rotation. of the door 5a; 
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hence the .same elfectis achieved with respect to the door ' 
5a. However, by rotating the rock ‘shaft 10 and the bell 
crank 11 in a counterclockwise direction, the doors will 
be released and the parts will assume the position illus 
trated in FIGURE 5, which is the full open position of 
the hopper doors. It will be readily apparent. that'by 
subsequently rotating the rock shaft 710 in-a clockwise 

'dead center and the door 50 will be free to open. 

direction, the hopper doors will be returned to the closed 
position and relocked. 

It will be understood that the locking unit just described 
will be provided between each adjacent pair of hopper 
doors, as illustrated in FIGURE 7, and preferably each 
of the rock shafts 10 will mount a pair of the bell cranks 
'11 and the associated linkage spaced apart laterally of the 
car so' as to contact and support each half of the doors. 
The endmost doors Sc-and 5d do not have opposing coun 
terparts, but rather they are each actuated by a rock shaft 
19 and a be‘l crank, although depending upon which end 
of the car is involved, one arm of the bell crank in the 
associated linkage may be eliminated. Thus, with refer 
ence to FIGURE 7, the leftmost door 50 will be controlled 
by the bell crank 11a which is connected to the door 50 
by the link 15a, which is identical to the links 13, but in 
this instance the opposing arm of the bell crank may be 
shortened to define a stop engaging projection 11b which 
contacts stop 17a. Otherwise the operation of the bell 
crank 11a will be identical to the operation of the bell 
cranks 11, i.e., when the shaft 10 is rotated in a counter 
clockwise direction,‘ the link 13a will be moved beyond 

In 
similar fashion the door 5d at the opposite ends of the 
car will be opened by the bell crank 110 which in this 
instance may consist solely of the arm 11d operatively 
connected to the door 5d by means of link 12a. It should 
be readily apparent that the series of rock shafts 10 con 
trolling the sets of doors 5a, 5b and the individual doors 
5c and 5d could be manually actuated from either side 

I of the car, as by means of crank arms or hand wheels, 
if so desiredtalthough in accordance with preferred prac 
tice of the instant invention actuating means are provided 
for the joint actuation of the several rock shafts. 

Referring again to FIGURE 2, I prefer to provide each 
I of the rock shafts 10 with a lever arm 20 operatively con 
nected to one end of a link member 21 the opposite end 
of which is pivotally connected to an ear 22 ?xedly se 
cured to an elongated actuating bar 23, which may be in 
the form of an I beam extending lengthwise of the car 
'body and slidably journaled either to the center sill of 
thercar or, in the event the car does not contain a center 
sill, to one of the side sills thereof. Thus, as seen in 
FIGURE 2, the actuating bar 23 may be slidably sup 

. ported by means of brackets 24 welded or otherwise 
rigidly secured to the side sill 7, the brackets being ar 
ranged to mount the actuating bar for axial sliding move-. 
ment. 
As seen in FIGURE 3, axial movement of the actuating 

‘bar 23 in the direction of movement of the arrow acts 
to move the linkage 21 from the position illustrated in 
solid lines, in which position the rightmost end of elon 
gated slot 25 is in contact with the pin ‘26, to'the position 
illustrated ‘in dotted lines at 21a, in which position the 
leftmost end vof slot 25 contacts pin 26 ‘and the link 21 
acts to movethe lever'arm 20 in a counterclockwise di— 
rection, therebyrotating rock shaft 10. The lever arm 
and rock shaft need only'be rotated a distance su?icient 
to move the pivot point between the bell crank 11 and 
link 12 beyond the center line’ 16, whereupon the force 
exerted by the hopper door 5b will move the locking unit 
to the open position, and in so doing the lever arm 20 
and link member 21 will be moved to the position illus 
trated at 21b. This arrangement not only prevents “back 
lash” of the rock shaft, but in addition the elongated slots 
25 permit relative adjustments between the link members 
21 actuating successive setsv of doors so that by altering 
their relative positions along the actuating bar 24, i.e. the 
points at which ‘the link members 21 are secured to the 
actuating bar, the successive sets of doors can be sequen 
tially ‘opened. That is, the pairs of doors can be made 
'to open in sequence, as where the car being unloaded is 
continuously moved over a loading station and the move 

I ment of the actuating bar initiated as the leading end of 
the car approaches the unloading station. Such sequen 
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tial opening of the doors is illustrated in FIGURE 8 
wherein it will be seen that the link member 21a having 
slot 25a of the leftmost assembly—-which controls the 
door 5c—has already nipped the lever arm 20, whereas 
the leftmost end of the slot 25b in linkage member 21b 
has not yet contacted the pin 26. The leftmost end of the 
slot 250 in linkage member 21c is even further removed 
from the pin 26, and the leftmost end of the slot 25d in 
linkage member 21d is even further removed. It will 
be apparent, however, that such arrangement will permit 
the sequential opening of the various doors. 
The movement of the actuating bar may be effected 

in numerous ways. Exemplary actuating mechanism is 
illustrated in FIGURES 2 and 3 wherein the actuating 
bar 23 is provided with a rack 27 the teeth of which 
engage a gear 28 mounted on a shaft 29 journaled be 
neath the car body, the shaft 29 projecting to the side of 
the car where it mounts an actuating wheel 34). The wheel 
30 may be in the form of a hand Wheel which may be 
manually turned to move the actuating bar; or the wheel 
30 may be provided with a rubber tire ‘and positioned to 
contact a rail or track 31 at the unloading station, the 
track 31 being of a length such that it will be contacted 
by the wheel 30 as the car moves to unloading position 
and rotate the shaft until the actuating bar has been 
moved to the fully opened position. Similar means may 
then be provided to rotate the wheel in the opposite di 
rection to reclose the hopper doors subsequent to the un 
loading of the car. Alternatively, the movement of the 
actuating bar may be initiated by a hydraulic or pneumatic 
cylinder under the manual control of an operator, or the 
control means for such cylinder could be arranged to be 
actuated as the car moves onto the unloading station, 
Alternatively, the actuating bar could be actuated through 
suitable gearing connected to a prime mover, such as an 
electric motor or the like. 

I also prefer to provide the actuating mechanism for 
each set of doors with a safety stop to prevent accidental 
opening of the doors in the event of breakage of the link 
member 21. Thus, referring again to FIGURES 2 and 3, 
it will be seen that the lever arm 20 is provided with a 
shoulder 32 which, when the lever arm is in the closed 
or locked position, is contacted by the stop member 33 
pivotally secured to the car body or other support. It 
will be evident that this stop member will prevent coun 
terclockwise or opening movement of the lever arm 20. 
However, when the actuating bar 23 is moved, the stop 
member 33 will 'be pivoted to inoperative position by 
means of a lug 34 which swings the stop 33 upwardly, 
thereby permitting the lever arm 20 to move in a counter 
clockwise direction, the parts thus assuming the position 
illustrated in dotted lines in FIGURE 3. When the actu 
ating bar is subsequently returned to the closed or locked 
position, the pivoted stop 33 will return to its position 
overlying the shoulder 32. 
As has already been indicated, the instant invention is 

applicable both to cars having full length center sills and 
also to cars in which the center sill has been eliminated 
in the area of the discharge opening 4. A car of the 
latter character is illustrated in FIGURE 11 wherein the 
center sill section 34a terminates adjacent the endmost 
hopper door 50. Where such center sill sections are em 
ployed, the weight load of the car is transferred to the 
side sills 7 by means of horizontally disposed transfer 
plates 35 at the ends of the car. In such cars, the trans 
verse door supporting member 6 may be additionally re 
inforced by supporting ribs 36 extending upwardly be 
tween the transverse members 6 and the vertical supports 
37 which extend upwardly from the side sills 7 and rein 
force and support the plates 38 de?ning the side walls of 
the car. Preferably, the rib members 36 will be of tubu 
lar construction, being elliptical in cross section so as 
to provide added strength and yet minimize obstructions 
within the car body. ' 

It also may be pointed out at this juncture that the 
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6 
car end walls, which are composed’ primarily of the 
slope sheets 3, are preferably inclined at an angle of 
about 40° to 60° from the horizontal, depending upon 
the characteristics of the materials to be handled in 
the car, it having been determined that such inclination 
is particularly effective in inducing rapid evacuation of 
the car. It has been also found highly desirable to either 
form the slope sheets 3 from stainless steel or provide 
them with a stainless steel covering, indicated at 39. 
Such surface ?nish for the slope sheets permits the con: 
tents _to more readily slide toward the hopper doors. 

In keepingwith the concept of freeing the interior of 
the car body from obstructions which would tend to 
cause the contents of the car to cling or arch, thereby 
impeding its discharge, the side walls of the car may 
be provided adjacent their lower ends with inclined 
plates 40 arranged to overlie the side sills 7 and hence 
direct the contents downwardly through the discharge 
opening. Similarly, and as will be readily seen in FIG 
URES 6 and 11, the construction of the transverse door 
supporting members 6 is such that they have inclined 
upper surfaces which de?ne angle plates 40a the op 
posite side edges of which overlie the uppermost edges 
of the hopper doors 5a and 5b. FIGURE 6 also serves 
to illustrate a preferred arrangement for sealing the 
free side edges of the hopper doors along their lines 
'of contact. Thus, the hopper doors terminate in down 
turned ?anges 41 and 42 to which strips of gasket mate 
rial 43 and 44 are secured; and it will be evident that 
when the sets of doors are in the closed position, the 
strips of gasket materials will be juxtaposed, thereby 
effectively sealing the doors. Along their opposite end 
edges, the hopper doors may be provided with upturned 
?anges 45 which engage about the triangular projec 
tions 8 to effect an essentially sift-proof condition along 
the opposite side edges of the car body. It will be un 
‘derstood, of course, that overlapping ?anges may be em 
ployed along the free side edges of the hoppers in place 
of the ?anges 41, 42, if so desired. , 

Referring now to FIGURES 12 and 13 of the draw? 
ings, I have therein illustrated the invention as applied 
to a car having a full length center sill 46. In such 
event, the center sill is provided with a. hood 47 having 
inclined Wall surfaces tapering outwardly and down 
wardly from a ridge 47a extending lengthwise of the 
car and joining at its opposite ends with the slope sheets 
3. The hood thus serves to direct the contents of the 
car outwardly and downwardly through the hopper 
doors which, in this instance, will be divided into two 
parts, such as the parts 48a, 48b and 49a, 49b lying on 
opposite sides of the center sill, the door parts 48a and 
48b, for example, terminatinginwardly beneath the hood 7 
47 and just short of the center sill. It will be under 
stood, of course, that the hood 47 may terminate down- , 
wardly in triangular portions 50 corresponding to the 
triangular projections 8 at the outer ends of the door 
sections, thereby effectively closing the discharge open 
ing. Supporting ribs 36a in the form of ?at plates ex 
tend upwardly and outwardly from the center sill 46 to 
the vertical side wall supports 37. Preferably, the door 
sections 48a, 48b will be joined together beneath the, 
center sill by means of a transverse frame member 52 
which acts to secure the door sections together for joint 
movement. It will be understood, of course, that each 
of the door sections will be provided with one or more 
of the bell crank and linkvlocking members jointly ac 
tuated from a rock shaftlunderlying the transverse door 
supporting members 6. 
Where the car is provided with a continuous center 

still, such as the sill 46, I prefer to mount the actuat 
ing bar to the center sill in the manner illustrated in 
FIGURES 8, 9 and 10Vwherein, for purposes of sim 
plicity, like parts have been given like reference nu 
merals. In such’ event, the wheel 30 which is used 
to effect axial movement of the actuating bar 23, may 
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be arranged to contact a track section 31a mounted 
along side the rails along which the car moves; and if 
desired such track section 31a may be provided with 
pneumatic or other forms of raising and lowering means 
to move it from'operative to inoperative position. 

Having thus described my invention in certain exem 
plary embodiments, and with the understanding that mod- ' 
i?cations may be made therein without departing from 
its spirit and purpose, what I desire to secure and pro 
tect by Letters Patent is; _ ' ' ‘ 

CR 

10 
1; In a hopper car having a body the bottom of which - 

comprises a discharge opening closed by a series of 
hopper doorsearranged in opposing pairs hingedly se— 
cured to‘ door supporting members extending between 
the opposite sides of saidv discharge opening, the hopper 
doors in each such opposing pair being movable in op 
posite directions from a fully opening position, in which 
the said hopper doors hang downwardly to a closed 

,position in which the said hopper doors swing upwardly 
away from each other so ‘as to close the portion of the 
discharge opening covered thereby, door actuating means 
operative to move the pairs of doors from the open to 
the closed position, to lock the pairs of doors in the 
closed position and, upon unlocking movement, to release 
the pairs of doors so that they will drop to the fully 
open position, said actuating means comprising a series 
of locking units mounted between the opposing doors 
in each such pair of hopper doors, saidlocking units 
each comprising a rock shaft ,extending lengthwise be 
tween the opposing doors, a bell crank ?xedly mounted 
on the rock shaft with vits opposite ends‘ extending to 
ward the opposing hopper doors,,rigid-links pivoted to 
the ends of said bell crank, the opposite ends of'said links 
being‘pivotally connected to;the opposing doors, said ‘ 
bell crank being movable’by said rock shaft from‘a 
fully closed position in which said links, bias the op 
posing doors to their closed position, to an open posi 
tion in which said links release said opposing doors for 
opening movement, stop means positioned to contact an 
.arm of said bell crank to establish the fully closed posi 
tion of the bell crank, in which position the bell crank 
and links lie in beyond dead center relation and the 
opposing doors are locked closed, and rock shaft ac 
tuating means operatively connected to each of said'rock 
shafts, said rock shaft actuating means being movable 
in opposite directions and including linkage means op» 
erative when said rock shaft actuating means is moved 
vin one direction to rotate said rock'shaft so as to move 
the bell cranks from their open to their fully closed 
beyond dead center position and, when said rock shaft 
actuating means is moved in the opposite direction, to 
rotate the rock shafts in their opposite ‘direction suf 
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"?ciently to return said bell cranks and links from their 
beyond dead center position, whereupon the rock shafts 
are free to rotate under the in?uence of the bell cranks 
and links as the opposing’ pairs of doors are released 
for opening movement. 7 

2. The hopper car construction‘ claimed in claim 1' 
wherein said rock shaft actuating means comprises an 
actuating bar extending lengthwise of said car, wherein 
each of said rock shafts mounts a lever arm the free 
end of which is connected to said actuating bar by means 
of said linkage means, said actuating bar being axially 
movable to effect movement of said rock shafts. 

3. The hopper car construction claimed in claim 2 
wherein said linkage means comprises link members in 
terconnecting said actuating bar and each of said rock 
shaft lever arms, each of said link’ members having an 
elongated slot therein which slidably receives the free 
end of the rock shaft lever arm to which it is attached, 
whereby said link members maybe moved an appre 
ciable distance by said actuating bar before effecting 
movement of said rock shaft lever arms, thereby per 
mitting relative adjustment between'the rock shaft ac 
tuating means and each of the rock shafts so that said 
rock shafts, may be sequentially actuated to initiate 
‘opening movement of the opposing pair sof hopper doors. 

4. The hopper car construction claimed ‘in claim 3 
twherein each of said rock shaft lever arms has a shoul 
der, wherein a displaceable stop overlies each of said 
shoulders when said locking units are in ‘the fully closed 
position, ‘whereby said rock shafts are effectively held 
lagainst opening movement, and wherein said actuating 
bar mounts‘ stop engaging means operative, upon axial 
movement of said actuating bar in the direction to effect 
opening movement of said doors, to displace said stop 

‘ members and thereby release said rock shaft lever arms 
for movement under the in?uence of said linkage means. 
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